LAND TRUST - High Rock Preserve
(Trailhead and parking, 186 Scott Rd.)

The protected 72 acre property is a diverse habitat of open fields, upland forest, and a large wetlands system supporting rare species of plants. The wetland area is associated with and connected to the town owned Scott Brook Preserve to the north.

Historically, this was cultivated under the name of Baskin Farms. An additional 12 acres of the farm is privately owned and has a historic barn.

At 186 Scott Road is the Outdoor Environmental Education Center (OEEC) with ample parking for either the trails or events.

A Blue Bird Meadow of several acres can be found along the trails in an open historic farm field. This is a great observation area for bird watchers.

TOWN - Scott Brook Preserve
(Trailhead & parking at Bruce Drive)

This 81 acre site interconnects with the High Rock Preserve as noted above. Scott Brook is a maze of wetlands and streams that flow to the Blackstone River.

The Gingeras Pig Farm was operated on about 10 acres of this property. A few historical items remain from the farm along the trails: a wire frame corn silo and a water well.

TOWN FARM
(Trailhead at Tucker Field on Mendon Road)

This town property is a mixed use space that houses the Cumberland High School football and track field. The sports complex consists of about 40 acres out of the approximate 150 acres.

The remaining 110 acres consists of undisturbed wooded and wetlands areas for passive recreation, such as hiking trails.

Other nearby Trails
An additional 60 acres of Land Trust property with hiking trails are directly across Scott Road to the east of Scott Brook. The site is the Otis Smith Farm/Rowbottom Preserve which has a separate map.
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Please Stay on Marked Trails

Land Trust boundary at I-295 1,700 feet